
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of cartoon
network. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and
to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be
considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for cartoon network

Conduct A/B and multivariate games testing, and communicate findings and
actionable insights to key business stakeholders, both during development
and on an ongoing basis post-launch
Provide ROI estimates for major game updates and new projects - Establish
models for user behavior across our key demographics - Identify gaps in
current reporting tools & processes to collaboratively make improvements
Respond to time-sensitive, ad-hoc requests to support the needs of digital
product launches
Monitor and share trends in new and emerging data management platforms,
tracking technologies, and digital research techniques - Work closely with
executive team and Production team to determine ongoing insight needs
Competitive Analysis
Identify and monitor key competitors in kids digital gaming space –
Translate findings to actionable insights to influence key product decisions
Our former interns have done everything from packing prizes for Comic Con
costume contest winners to managing edit sessions
This internship is based in Burbank, California at Cartoon Network Studios
The intern will assist the Cartoon Network and Adult Swim West Coast public
relations team with daily tasks such as updating media lists, drafting press
materials, organizing press clippings
Receive mentoring from various persons in the department and sit in on
strategy sessions and assist in the execution of PR plans developed for
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Qualifications for cartoon network

Bachelor's Degree (Preferred are of study - Media, Communications,
Technology)
7-10 years experience with digital analytics tools (Omniture, Upsight), report
and presentation building
Experience leading discussions with executive teams to build consensus
Extreme attention to detail, strong organizational and presentation skills
Experience working with mobile game developers
Have strong UX instincts and be able to collaborate with UX/UI designers,
game producers and developers
Major in media studies, production or animation


